Abstract-It is known that if the objective of a wireless sensor network is not to reconstruct individual sensor readings at a fusion center but rather to compute a linear function of them, then the interference property of the wireless channel can be beneficially harnessed by letting nodes transmit simultaneously. Recently, an analog computation scheme was proposed to show that it is possible to take the advantage of the interference property even if nonlinear functions are to be computed. The scheme involves some pre-processing on the sensor readings and post-processing on the superimposed signals observed by the fusion center. Correspondingly, this paper provides a thorough base for a theory of analog-computing functions over wireless channels by specifying what is the maximum achievable. This means it is determined for networks of arbitrary topology which functions are generally analog-computable over the channel and how many wireless resources are needed. It turns out that the considerations are closely related to the famous 13th Hilbert problem and that analog-computations can be universally performed in the sense that the pre-processing at sensor nodes is independent of the function to be computed. Universality reduces the complexity of transmitters and the signaling overhead, and it is shown that this property is preserved if nodes leave or join the network. Analog-computability is therefore of high practical relevance as it allows for an efficient computation of functions in sensor networks. Index Terms-Computation over multiple-access channels, wireless sensor networks, pre-and post-processing, 13th Hilbert problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
O NGOING advances in microelectronics and wireless networking make sensor networks highly attractive for a wide range of applications from different fields [1] . In con- trast to conventional wireless networks, in which the objective is to provide high-capacity end-to-end connections for data transfer, the most exciting applications for wireless sensor networks are satisfied with low data rates but require that sensor nodes are powered by batteries or by environmentally scavenged energy. Thus, energy-efficient networking protocols for low-complexity, low-cost and low-power consumption wireless connectivity are crucial for ensuring a long network lifetime. In order to enhance the network efficiency not only in terms of energy consumption but also in terms of reliability and sensing quality, it is vital to tailor wireless sensor network solutions to specific application needs. Recently, this paradigm shift has been drawing more and more attention when designing next generation cellular networks [2] . A vast number of applications for wireless sensor networks require an efficient computation of functions of spatially distributed sensor readings (e.g., mean temperature, maximum pressure) [3] . Current approaches rely on a digital design where sensor nodes quantize their measurements and transmit them as bit streams to assigned fusion centers. In order to reconstruct the individual sensor readings, access to the channel is usually coordinated by standard protocols such as Time-Division Multiple-Access (TDMA) or Carrier-Sense Multiple-Access (CSMA). These protocols avoid strong interference by allowing different nodes to transmit concurrently only if the resulting interference level is low enough. Once the sensor readings are reconstructed from the received signals, the fusion centers evaluate the desired function value.
Such approaches treat communication and computation as distinct processes: the underlying function computation (i.e., the application) is not adequately taken into account in the design of the communication protocols. As a consequence, wireless resources are wasted since the fusion centers are not interested in individual measurements but only in functions of them. In [4] , Gastpar and Vetterli merge the processes of communication and computation by developing a novel analog (i.e., non-digital) joint source-channel communication scheme. The proposed scheme exploits the interference property of a Gaussian Multiple-Access Channel (MAC) 1 by letting nodes transmit simultaneously to compute a linear function of the measurements much more efficiently over the channel.
The problem of computing nonlinear functions via the wireless MAC is addressed in [5] , [6] . The key idea is to apply a pre-processing function to each sensor reading prior to transmission and a post-processing function operating on the received signal, which is a superposition of the signals transmitted by the individual sensor nodes. The functions are to be chosen such that the resulting overall channel directly provides the desired nonlinear function of the measurements at its output. Several corresponding function examples of high practical relevance can already be found in [5] , [6] . However, a complete characterization of the associated function space was left as an open problem. To provide a thorough base for a theory of analog computation over wireless channels, we address the problem in this paper and determine what is the maximum achievable. This means that we specify which functions are generally analog-computable over the channel in networks of arbitrary topology and how efficiently this can be done in terms of wireless resource consumption. The presented results indicate that harnessing interference for analog function computations has the potential to provide huge performance gains in comparison to standard approaches.
A. Related Work
The problem to be solved in [4] is to estimate a parameter of interest from multiple sensor observations that are corrupted by Gaussian noise. The proposed communication scheme performs significantly better than standard approaches because the underlying Gaussian MAC itself computes the optimal linear estimation function (i.e., the arithmetic mean). This observation initiated many research activities in signal processing that extended the analog joint source-channel approach to more general estimation problems such as those in [7] - [10] . The authors of [11] propose an analog coding scheme that exploits the interference property of the wireless channel to efficiently estimate a linear vector-valued function of some local measurements in a network with fading channels. Besides, it was recognized that harnessing interference can also be promising for solving certain detection problems [12] - [17] , whereas a first experimental validation that non-orthogonal transmissions can increase the efficiency in some wireless computation problems can be found in [18] , [19] . Roughly speaking, all of these schemes harness the natural interference property of wireless channels to efficiently compute a special function of the measurements.
The efficient computation of functions can be viewed as a fundamental building block for other sophisticated in-network processing such as gossip algorithms. Gossip algorithms want to distributively achieve a rapid consensus between the nodes of a network with respect to a function of the current sensor readings (see [20] - [24] and references therein).
The general computation problem in an information theoretical manner is addressed in for example [25] , [26] with an emphasis on adequate source coding. On the other hand, the information theoretical problem of reliably computing some functions of sources over a MAC is considered in the seminal paper [27] , in [28] , and in [29] for linear channels only.
B. Contributions and Paper Organization
In order to allow an in-depth and rigorous analysis and to provide insights into the limits of analog function computation in wireless networks, we assume an idealized wireless MAC model. Based on this, we determine which functions are generally analog-computable at a single fusion center by harnessing the interference property of the wireless channel and how efficiently this can be done in terms of wireless resource consumption. It turns out that the achievable efficiency strongly depends on some properties imposed on the pre-and post-processing functions. For example, from an implementation point of view, continuity can be highly desirable but the continuity property requires in general additional wireless resources for computations over the channel. This is a consequence of a result proved by Kolmogorov [30] that solves the famous 13th Hilbert problem stated in 1900 [31] . In contrast to efficiency, analog computations over the channel can always be universally performed regardless of whether the pre-processing functions are continuous or not. Throughout the paper, universality refers to transmit strategies that are independent of the function to be computed such there is no need to inform the sensor nodes once the function to be computed must be changed.
Based on these results for networks with a single fusion center, we consider a generalized sensor network model consisting of multiple fusion centers, each of which aims to independently compute some function of the sensor readings of an arbitrary subset of nodes (i.e., clusters). It turns out that all the previous properties carry over to the generalized case except if pre-and post-processing functions are supposed to be continuous, in which case some coordination may be necessary. If, however, the fusion centers perform a simple additional post-processing step, then it is shown that the coordination is not required. We also show that the universality property is preserved under changing topologies as a result of nodes dropping out of the network (due to for instance failures or battery depletion) or nodes joining the network.
Practical computation schemes will suffer from several impairments such as fading, receiver noise, transmit power constraints and the lack of synchronization. Therefore, to demonstrate that the gained insights under the idealized channel model do not loose its validity when taking practical aspects into account, we finally provide some numerical examples in which analog computations are carried out over non-ideal wireless MACs.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model and the problem statement. In Section III the space of analog-computable functions is characterized. Subsequently, in Section IV the more general problem of computing multiple functions at distinct fusion centers is considered, whereas Section V is devoted to study the behavior of analog-computations under varying network topologies. Section VI provides some remarks on computations over non-ideal channels and presents some numerical examples. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
C. Notational Remarks
The -times Cartesian product of a space is written as . The natural and real numbers are denoted by , and is the closed unit interval. For convenience, we sometimes write points of any space as vectors . The zero vector is denoted by and the th unit vector in the -dimensional Euclidean space by , that is the zero vector with a 1 at the th position, . The identity map on any set is described by . Let be a compact metric space, then denotes in conjunction with the infinity norm the Banach space of real-valued continuous functions of variables, defined on . Furthermore, denotes the space of every function defined on , and is the expectation operator. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider a wireless sensor network consisting of spatially distributed nodes that monitor the environment resulting in sensor readings . Assume that the network is organized into clusters, where the set of nodes belonging to cluster is denoted by , with , for all . We view each cluster, consisting of nodes, as a collection of distributed computation devices that aim to efficiently compute given real desired functions , of corresponding sensor readings at designated fusion centers (see Fig. 1 ).
To describe the intra-cluster communication between nodes and fusion centers, we use the standard affine model of a wireless MAC [32] such that the real-valued signal received by fusion center can be written as (1) Here and hereafter, is a discrete time or a frequency sub-band, 2 denotes a transmit signal of node depending on sensed value is a fading coefficient between node and fusion center and is receiver noise, respectively. Ignoring in (1) the fading and the noise results then for in ideal MACs (2) that interfere with each other due to common nodes (i.e., nodes which belong to more than one cluster such as illustrated in Fig. 1 ). The mappings (2) highlight superposition as the natural mathematical operation of a wireless MAC.
Remark 1: Note that the intuition behind (1) and (2) is that only the nodes belonging to cluster are able to reach the th fusion center, . This coincides with a scenario in which clusters are formed due to the connectivity radii of the spatially distributed nodes. In other words, there are independent fusion centers that aim at exploiting the public observations of all nodes to compute any function, but they are limited to node subsets due to reachability constraints.
In contrast to standard medium-access protocols that are designed to avoid simultaneous transmissions in the same frequency band, the interference (2) can profitably be harnessed if fusion centers are interested in computing linear functions of the measurements [4] , [11] . To enable the computation of nonlinear desired functions by means of wireless MACs as well, we consider appropriate pre-and post-processing functions defined as follows [5] .
Definition 1 (Pre-Processing Functions): We define the univariate functions , operating on the sensor readings , at resource unit (i.e., ), to be the pre-processing functions. Definition 2 (Post-Processing Functions): Let be the output of the wireless MAC according to (1) . Then, we define the univariate functions , operating on (i.e., ), to be the post-processing functions.
The definitions of pre-and post-processing functions lead us to the formal definition of an -MAC of order , which will be the main ingredient of our investigations in this paper.
Definition 3 ( -MAC of Order ): Let be any finite numbers of nodes and resource units and let be sets of pre-and post-processing functions. Then, we define a series of post-processed ideal MAC outputs as an -MAC of order . Obviously, the clustered sensor network described above is with (2) and , for all , a network of -MACs of orders . This allows at fusion centers the analog computation of all desired functions for which pre-and post-processing functions exist, as well as numbers and functions , such that the desired functions can be represented in the form
The purpose of functions is to appropriately combine at fusion centers the corresponding sequences of post-processed MAC outputs.
With the above definitions in hand, we are now in a position to identify the following three fundamental problem domains:
(P1) What is the space of functions that are analog-computable over -MACs (i.e., which functions have a representation (3))? (P2) What is the highest possible computation efficiency expressed in terms of the number of resource units , that are necessary to compute such functions? (P3) What are the properties of analog computation networks with regard to node complexity and coordination effort?
In answering these questions it will turn out that universality will play an important role, which we define as follows.
Definition 4 (Universality):
We say that analog computation over an -MAC is universal with respect to some function space , if the pre-processing functions are universal. That is if there exist fixed pre-processing functions that can be used to compute every desired function having a representation (3).
Remark 2: Note that universality is a highly desirable property for all-purpose computation networks since it mainly defines the communication structure within the network as well as to what extent coordination is required. In other words, if pre-processing functions did not depend on the functions to be computed at the fusion centers, no additional feedback 3 would be necessary if desired functions change.
Remark 3: Although we mainly consider in this paper computations over -MACs (i.e., sequences of ideal MAC outputs) to focus on the fundamentals of analog computation problems, extensions to realistic MACs (1) can follow along similar lines as in [5] , [6] , [28] , [34] . See Section VI for more details.
III. ANALOG COMPUTATION OVER -MACS
To give a precise answer to question (P1), we have to analyze the function space consisting of all functions possessing representations (3). Therefore, we start with the simplest network consisting of a single cluster (i.e., and ) to obtain the first insights. The case of arbitrary clustered networks is considered in Section IV.
A. Computations Over -MACs of Order 1
Let a single wireless resource unit be available for the computation of a function value (i.e., ). Then, the space consisting of functions (3) simplifies to (4) Remark 4: Functions of (4) emphasize that pre-and post-processing functions transform an ideal MAC such that the resulting overall channel (i.e., an -MAC of order 1) matches the structure of the desired function (see Fig. 2 ).
It is an interesting coincidence that the function space (4), essentially a conclusion from the natural interference property of the wireless channel, is in mathematics known as the space of nomographic functions [35] , which we denote in the following by . The functions are called nomographic functions since they are the basis of nomographs. Nomographs are graphical representations which are useful for solving certain types of equations [36] . A popular example is the Smith Chart, often used in microwave engineering.
Example 1 (Nomographic Functions) (i) Arithmetic Mean:
, with , for all , and .
(ii) Euclidean Norm: , with , for all , for all , and . The observation that (4) is exactly the space of nomographic functions leads us immediately to the following powerful theorem that entirely answers questions (P1) and (P2).
Theorem 1: Every desired function is universally computable via an -MAC of order 1.
Proof: The proof results from [35] where it is shown that every has a nomographic representation (5) with a monotonically increasing that is independent of (i.e., universal). As a consequence, . Observation 1: The pre-processing at sensor nodes is independent of the desired function to be computed at the fusion center such that no additional feedback is necessary to inform the nodes about changes of the desired function. The fusion center decides by an appropriate choice of which shall be computed.
From the observation we conclude that the universality property offers the potential to significantly reduce in practice the amount of coordination as well as the hardware complexity of nodes. In Section IV, the property will play a key role in improving the efficiency of more general computation networks.
Remark 5: A theorem similar to Theorem 1 that is limited to continuous desired functions can be proven by using a result from [37] .
Note that in Theorem 1 there are no restrictions on pre-and post-processing functions imposed. Since continuity can be advantageous for practical implementations, it is interesting to ask if Theorem 1 is also true if pre-and post-processing functions are required to be continuous. In this regard we denote in contrast to the space of nomographic functions with the additional property as . The following Lemma gives in conjunction with Observation 2 a first answer to this question by providing a necessary and sufficient condition for universality in the sense of Definition 4.
Lemma 1: Let be arbitrary but fixed and let , with denoting the range of . Then, are universal preprocessing functions for computing every if and only if the function is bijective. . to illustrate the bijectivity requirement on function . The pre-processing functions have to be chosen such that . That means in the depicted example that only the black points are allowed in the range of whereas the whites have to be avoided.
Proof:
The proof is deferred to Appendix A. Observation 2: For the function to be bijective, the preprocessing functions have to be chosen in such a way that for all , always (6) holds (see Fig. 3 ), which means that the ranges of the pre-processing functions have to be appropriate. To illustrate that this is possible, we consider the special case and construct a field which has the cardinality of the continuum without containing every real number. 4 More precisely, we consider a real number which is not in (i.e.,
) and define as the range of . Furthermore, we define the range of to be the field . Then, for every , it follows . Would this not be the case, then would follow and thus , which would be a contradiction since . Observation 2 unfortunately reveals that the necessary separation of all points in the range of can never be achieved for every with continuous pre-processing functions since and are discontinuous in general. This observation is completed by the following theorem.
Theorem 2: The space of nomographic functions with continuous pre-and post-processing functions is nowhere dense in the space of continuous functions, that is nowhere dense in .
Proof: The constructive proof for arbitrary is given by Buck in [39] . However, for the special case the theorem was previously proven by Arnol'd in [40] .
Example 2 (Geometric Mean): Let be the "geometric mean" and let be the closed subset of on (and only on) which vanishes. Let and suppose that there exist continuous pre-and post-processing functions such that everywhere in . Any two of the points in can be connected by a polygonal line lying entirely in and by a polygonal line lying in the complement except at the end points. Now, assume that at the end points , the continuous function takes different values . Then, this leads to a contradiction because would take the intermediate values , on and on such that and simultaneously. 5 We therefore conclude that would take the same value at each , from which follows as well as . However, this is in contradiction to and we conclude that there do not exist continuous functions which could ensure that the "geometric mean" is in .
B. Approximations Over -MACs of Order 1
Although the continuity of pre-and post-processing functions reduces the amount of functions that are computable over an -MAC of order 1, some desired functions which are not nomographic according to can still be computed if appropriate approximations by nomographic representations are allowed. This results in a multivariate approximation problem, specified more precisely in the following definition.
Definition 5 (Nomographic Approximations): Let be arbitrary but fixed. Then, we define (7) as the space of approximable nomographic functions with respect to precision . If , we write . An adequate characterization of any of the spaces is currently a serious problem. But if we go back to the specific Example 2, then there exists for every a such that
The desired function "geometric mean" is therefore the uniform limit of the sequence of nomographic functions with pre-processing functions , and post-processing function . In words, the "geometric mean", which is indeed an element of the function space but unfortunately not of (see Example 2), can be approximated with arbitrary precision by a nomographic function with continuous pre-and post-processing functions. Therefore, "geometric mean" is in any of the spaces . Remark 6: The example of "geometric mean" explicitly emphasizes that the wireless MAC is able to multiply. and (iii) can be relevant for alarm-driven sensor network applications. To make this more precise suppose a wireless sensor network is used for fire detection in a factory by periodically computing the maximal temperature (or carbon monoxide concentration) at a fusion center and comparing the result with a predefined threshold. Due to safety reasons this has to be done with a minimum transmission delay, which can be achieved within a single channel use by letting all nodes transmit their pre-processed measurements simultaneously to approximate the maximum over the channel in the sense of Example 3 (ii).
Remark 7: Note that the nomographic functions and approximations in Examples 1 and 3 do not consist of universal pre-processing functions, from which it is obvious that such representations are not necessarily unique. Since the results of this section that refer to universality are existence statements, finding universal pre-processing functions for computations over an -MAC of order 1 poses a challenge for future work.
C. Computations Over -MACs of Order Greater Than 1
In the previous Sections III-A and III-B we have seen that the continuity of pre-and post-processing functions crucially impacts the space of computable functions. In particular, an -MAC of order 1 was not sufficient to compute every as long as pre-and post-processing functions are required to be continuous. To get a more complete understanding of this behavior, we extend our single cluster considerations in this section to an -MAC of order . This allows for further harnessing the interference property of wireless channels by having more degrees of freedom such that we are now interested in characterizing the space of desired functions that are representable as (cf. (3)) (8) with continuous pre-and post-processing functions.
It is interesting to realize that this question is closely related to the 13th of the famous 23 problems stated by Hilbert in 1900 [31] , [41] . The original problem involves the study of solutions of algebraic equations and Hilbert conjectured that a solution of the general equation of degree seven cannot be represented as a superposition of continuous functions of two variables.
In our context, Hilbert's conjecture implies that based on an -MAC of finite order, the computation of every continuous desired function is not possible. Fortunately, the conjecture was disproved by Kolmogorov in his landmark paper [30] . We use a remarkable refinement of Kolmogorov's result to state the following theorem, which gives in contrast to Theorem 1 a complete answer to questions (P1) and (P2) under the continuity requirement.
Theorem 3: With continuous pre-processing functions, every continuous desired function of variables is universally computable over an -MAC of order . Proof: The proof follows from [42] where it is constructively shown that every is representable as (9) with , defined as
Here, is a well defined, continuous and monotone increasing function and are appropriate nonnegative real constants. Only the post-processing functions , depend on but the continuous pre-processing functions do not.
Representation (9) in Theorem 3 would initially be sufficient. In algebraic topology it was previously known from the Menger-Nöbeling theorem [43] that any compact space of dimension is homeomorphic to a subset of . However, the fact that particular compact spaces can be embedded into spaces of dimension lower than (e.g., can be embedded into by the identity map) suggests that maybe the -MAC order in Theorem 3 can be decreased to save wireless resources. Unfortunately, it was proven in [44] that this is not possible (i.e., is necessary to compute every with continuous pre-and post-processing functions). From [45] , we conclude that if we further restrict pre-processing functions to be continuously differentiable, then Theorem 3 no longer holds (i.e., resource units are not sufficient for every continuous function). Roughly speaking, restrictions cost wireless resources or reduce the space of computable functions.
Although for there exist alternative approaches to appropriately compute desired functions over sensor networks (e.g., in an ideal TDMA protocol the entire analog sensor readings are conveyed interference free to the fusion center), the computation over -MACs of order can lead to huge performance gains. Especially when the network consists of clusters, which is shown in the next section. But first, we summarize the main results of Section III as follows:
• If no restrictions on pre-and post-processing functions are imposed, the space of functions analog-computable over an -MAC of order 1 is .
• If pre-and post-processing functions are required to be continuous, the space of functions analog-computable over an -MAC of order 1 is nowhere dense in .
• If pre-and post-processing functions are required to be continuous, the space of functions analog-computable over an -MAC of order is .
IV. ANALOG COMPUTATION OVER NETWORKED -MACS
As the above summary shows, we were able to completely answer questions (P1) and (P2). Now, we use the obtained insights to treat the remaining problem (P3) and consider therefore the general case in which the network consists of clusters as described in Section II (see Fig. 1 for a qualitative example). The aim of the network is to efficiently compute the desired functions (3) at the designated fusion centers, which is equivalent to efficiently compute the vector-valued function ,
over a network of -MACs of orders . In doing so, we start in Section IV.A with the case where only continuous pre-and post-processing functions are allowed whereas in Section IV.B no restrictions on pre-and post-processing functions are imposed.
A. Continuous Pre-and Post-Processing Functions
If continuous pre-and post-processing functions are desired to facilitate the implementation in practical systems, we know from Theorem 3 that to universally compute every continuous function of sensor readings by means of the wireless channel, at least resource units are required. The reason is that the -dimensional space of sensor readings has to be homeomorphically mapped onto a compact set of topological dimension (cf. (11)). Since this can be achieved by using an -MAC of order , we interpret it as collecting the required topological dimensions via distinct wireless resource units. But if the fusion center can only receive signals from a subset of the nodes (i.e., some summands on the right hand side of (11) are missing), then the image (11) is not necessarily in , which in turn implies that not every is computable. This is exactly what happens in a clustered network in which the nodes cannot reach all fusion centers (see Fig. 1 ) such that each component of depends only on a subset of the nodes.
Fortunately, due to the structural properties figured out in Section III.C this fact can be easily and independently solved at each fusion center. Let us therefore summarize the ideal MAC output-signals at the fusion centers to the vectors . . . . . .
, which are in general not points in . However, if we consider the shifted versions (14) with . . . . . .
then unlike is a member of , for all . It is important to emphasize that is a constant and therefore independent of the sensor readings. Now, the function to be computed at any fusion center does not depend on sensor readings of the remaining clusters. But this is not a limitation at all, since we are able to conclude from (14) and (15) a simple post-processing at fusion centers. The additional step enables the efficient computation of every vector-valued function consisting of component-functions over a network of -MACs of order , provided that each fusion center a priori knows the number of nodes in the network. So, after receiving on the th resource unit the MAC output-signal and after adding the correction term , fusion center , applies the corresponding post-processing function to (16) and stores this intermediate result in a memory. Finally, if all MAC output-signals are received and post-processed, the fusion centers compute the desired component-functions by summing up the respective memory content to obtain . . .
A corresponding block diagram for a particular resource unit , and a particular fusion center , is depicted in Fig. 4 . Remark 9: Since the pre-processing functions are independent of the components of , the fusion centers determine by appropriately choosing the post-processing functions , which continuous functions are to be universally computed. Moreover, the constructive proof of Theorem 3 in [42] provides an algorithm that can be used to determine the universal pre-processing function as well as the constants . Remark 10: Note that the constants need not to be different for all nodes in the network such that they can be reused in different clusters without any kind of arrangement between them.
In summary, we can state that with the above described postprocessing, all properties of Section III.C carry over to arbitrary clustered sensor networks. The resulting conclusions to answer question (P3) are discussed in Section IV-D.
B. Arbitrary Pre-and Post-Processing Functions
If no restrictions on pre-and post-processing functions are imposed, the situation is much less complicated than in the last subsection, since from Theorem 1 we conclude that already a single simultaneous transmission of the nodes in each cluster is sufficient to universally compute every . Consider therefore the networked ideal MAC output-signals (18) received by the fusion centers, which are mappings . Then, the post-processing at fusion centers consists merely in the application of appropriate post-processing functions such that every can be represented as
But what is the difference to the previous case where continuous pre-and post-processing functions are desired? We conclude from Lemma 1 that a necessary and sufficient condition to universally compute every vector-valued function (19) is that the functions , defined in (18) , are bijective. Since this can never be achieved for every with continuous pre-and post-processing functions, it was necessary in Section III.C to appropriately embed into a higher dimensional space, resulting in a bijection between function spaces and instead. If pre-and post-processing functions are allowed to be discontinuous, however, such an embedding is superfluous.
C. A Note About Additional Interference
In Remark 1 we pointed out that the transmission model (see (1) and (2)) has to be understood in the sense that clusters are formed due to the connectivity radii of sensor nodes such that the overlap between clusters is determined by the spatial position of fusion centers. Thus, the fusion centers compute functions of subsets of freely accessible measurements. The results of this section, however, also remain valid in a scenario in which distinct computation sensor networks interfere with each other. To illustrate this, consider without loss of generality the example depicted in Fig. 5 consisting of two interfering sensor systems deployed to compute functions and . More precisely, let and be the finite sets of nodes belonging to systems one and two, respectively, and let the observations of the corresponding nodes be summarized in the independent vectors and . The difference to our previous studies (cf. (18)) is that the overlap region denoted as contains nodes from both systems, such that uncoordinated transmissions may result in signals (20) received at the fusion centers.
First, it seems that the mutual interference prevents the adequate computation of arbitrary functions . However, if fusion center one has knowledge about the interfering nodes and fusion center two about the nodes , respectively, the problem is equivalent to the problem of computing functions of fewer variables as available. This knowledge provided, there always exist post-processing functions such that , for all and all as well as , for all and all
. From Lemma 1 we already know that to achieve this, the pre-processing functions in both systems have to be chosen such that all , with , lead always to separated receive signals .
Remark 11:
If it is not possible to provide knowledge about nodes of interfering systems to the respective fusion centers, then the unwanted part of the interference has to be treated as an additional noise process. Considering this in detail will be part of future work.
D. Performance Comparison
To answer question (P3), we highlight in this section the advantages of the computation approach depicted in Fig. 4 in a network of clusters over standard TDMA protocols.
If no restrictions on pre-and post-processing functions are imposed, we conclude from Theorem 1 as well as from Section IV-B that in fact every function on each fusion center can be universally computed without significant coordination. This can be achieved by harnessing the natural interference property of wireless channels (i.e., without interference avoidance). The required number of resource units is of the order and therefore independent of the number of nodes and clusters. Alternatively, when a standard TDMA protocol is employed to compute functions at fusion centers in a clustered wireless sensor network, besides the orthogonalized medium-access of the nodes in each cluster, clusters themselves have to be appropriately separated in time, which requires a significant amount of coordination (see Fig. 6 for an illustration). A standard TDMA protocol would therefore induce separated transmissions to convey the entire raw sensor readings interference-free to the fusion centers, which subsequently compute the desired functions . Thus, it requires wireless resource units. In contrast, we conclude from Section IV-A that wireless resource units are sufficient for computing every if pre-and post-processing functions are required to be continuous. Obviously, the number does not scales directly with the number of clusters such that huge performance gains are possible for . Moreover, any global coordination is not required since all clusters can transmit simultaneously. The attentive reader, however, could conclude from Theorem 3 that in each cluster, say cluster , already wireless resource units are sufficient to universally compute every , over the -MAC (i.e., by harnessing interference). Since holds, seemingly further wireless resources could be saved. Because of the couplings between clusters due to common nodes, however, this would require a constant adaptation of the pre-processing on the common sensor nodes and a large amount of coordination. In order to illustrate this please remind that there exist homeomorphisms between and that enable each cluster to compute every because of the existence of representations (21) . Since the compact sets will unfortunately differ in general, the pre-processing functions in (21) depend also on . For nodes whose transmit signals can only be received by a single fusion center it does not matter. But nodes that can be heard by more than one fusion center (i.e., the common nodes between clusters) have to adapt their pre-processing functions in dependency of the fusion center which they want to address. As well as in the case of TDMA this in turn would require the separated activation of clusters (see Fig. 6 ) such that resource units are necessary.
V. ROBUSTNESS TO CHANGING TOPOLOGIES
In Theorem 1, we have shown that every is computable over an -MAC of order 1. The surprising fact is that the computations are universal (see Definition 4) and thus pre-processing functions are independent of the desired function. However, the corresponding proof relies on a mentioned result by Buck in [35] that depends on the number of active nodes. As a consequence, transmitting sensors have to adapt their pre-processing functions if the network topology changes (i.e., the universality is not robust against modified ), which would be highly undesired in sensor networks. Hence, we want to know if this holds in general and analyze therefore in this section the robustness of universality against variations in network topology due to sensor nodes that drop out of the network or due to new sensor nodes that join the network.
A. Dropped Out Nodes
Let us first consider the case where a number of sensor nodes drop out of the network due to for instance failures or battery depletion. The question is whether the universality property is preserved when an arbitrary subset of nodes leaves the network. The following theorem gives the answer.
Theorem 4: The universality of analog computation via an -MAC of order 1 is robust against dropped nodes. Proof: The proof is deferred to Appendix B. It should be emphasized that even if according to Theorem 4 the pre-processing functions do not depend on the desired function and the number of active nodes (i.e., remaining nodes have not to be updated if other nodes failed), the post-processing function does.
B. Additional Nodes
We now consider the opposite case where an existing sensor network for computation purposes is enlarged by adding a finite number of active nodes. More precisely, assume that we connect , transmitting sensor nodes to the network to universally compute every desired function of the measurements. Then, we want to answer the question if the universality is preserved if the existing active nodes were already able to universally compute every . Theorem 5: The universality of analog computation via an -MAC of order 1 is robust against a fixed enlargement of the network.
Proof: The proof is deferred to Appendix C. Observation 3: It is not necessary to update the existing transmitting nodes (i.e., the pre-processing) if the network is enlarged by adding further active transmitting nodes.
Note that the term "fixed" in Theorem 5 as well as the idea of proof refers to the fact that in the current form, the robustness of universality holds if the original network was already designed for nodes but only nodes are deployed to the measuring field. Then, adding up to nodes during network operation has no impact on the previous nodes. The more general case in which the original network was designed for at most nodes but extended to nodes afterwards is therefore still an open problem.
It should be emphasized, however, that this limits the practical significance of Theorem 5 only marginally. A robust network for computation purposes can always be designed without knowing the exact number in advance by choosing sufficiently large (according to the application needs) and using only out of nodes in practice.
Remark 12: Note that even if Theorems 4 and 5 refer to single-cluster networks, they remain valid for arbitrary networks of -MACs of order 1 as well. The only small difference is that if common nodes drop out of the network, then all affected fusion centers have to update their post-processing functions. On the other hand, in a network of -MACs of order , where continuous pre-and post-processing functions are employed, the fusion centers have to additionally adjust the correction terms (15) by appropriately adding further constants that correspond to the dropped out nodes.
VI. SOME REMARKS ON NON-IDEAL CHANNELS
The assumption of an ideal wireless MAC model in the previous sections, while being restrictive in terms of practical applications, makes an in-depth and rigorous analysis possible. The analysis provides interesting insights into the limits of analog function computations in wireless networks; it further sheds light on potential research directions. Practical computation schemes will, however, suffer from a number of impairments, including the lack of synchronization or fading. Therefore, in this section, we demonstrate potential benefits of our results by presenting two numerical experiments carried out based on the practical analog computation scheme proposed in [5] , [6] , [34] , [46] . This scheme is robust against both asynchronism and, under certain assumption, fading effects.
Consider (1) in the complex baseband with sequences of transmit symbols given by (22) , where is randomly drawn from , for all . The (affine) map , which is assumed to be known to the fusion centers, ensures that each symbol fulfills some transmit power constraint [46] . The complex-valued frequency-flat channel coefficients are of the form (23) Here, is the spatial distance between node and the th fusion center, is the path loss exponent and is on independent identically distributed Rayleigh fading with unit variance, for all . Finally, we model the receiver noise in (1) as proper complex Gaussian with unit power spectral density.
Using the wireless MAC times as in (22) has the advantage that a precise symbol and phase synchronization for a constructive superposition of transmit signals in the sense of (1) is not necessary. Moreover, obtaining a function value at a fusion center reduces to a simple estimation of the receive energy [46] . Note that according to the system model (see Remark 1), the distances for are large enough to assume that the corresponding contribution to the receive energy is negligible.
We compare the described practical computation scheme with a simplified standard TDMA approach in which the nodes transmit symbols of the form in a time-sharing fashion, with as defined above. To make the comparison fair, the transmit power in (22) is normalized by the number of channel uses so that both schemes utilize the same transmit energy per function computation.
Due to the stochastic nature of the underlying non-ideal MAC, we have to evaluate the schemes using probabilistic tools and metrics. In particular, the computation performance at the th fusion center, , is expressed in terms of the mean square error defined to be Note that in the case of (22) , the MSE is a function of .
Example 4: Consider a single cluster with nodes that are located at equal unit distances to the fusion center. Let the sensor readings be independent and uniformly drawn from , the desired function be chosen to be the arithmetic mean (see Example (1)(i)) and assume that transmissions are performed in the very low power regime as it is typical for wireless sensor networks. The corresponding experimental data as a result of Monte Carlo runs (i.e., computations) is depicted in Fig. 7 . The plots for the practical harnessing interference approach result from considering for each given the smallest for which the mean square error is smaller or equal to that of TDMA with Channel State Information (CSI) at nodes or to that of TDMA without CSI.
Even though the practical scheme from [46] does not attains the optimum in Fig. 7 , it demonstrates the advantage of approaches based on harnessing interference for computations over approaches that avoid the interference through orthogonal transmissions. The TDMA approach can compute a function value after channel uses, whereas the computation scheme that harnesses interference allows function value computations approximately after channel uses at a comparable mean square error performance without any CSI. If for TDMA each node has perfect CSI prior to transmissions, then approximately channel uses are sufficient to achieve the same mean square error performance by harnessing interference.
Example 5: Consider a network of nodes that are organized into clusters with 100 nodes per cluster (i.e., ). Furthermore, let , and let the distances between nodes and fusion centers be uniformly drawn from [1 m 10 m]; all other simulation parameters are as in Example 4. The corresponding experimental data is depicted in Fig. 8 .
The plots indicate that when using a standard TDMA for function computations in the network of Example 5, there are at least 300 channel uses necessary until each fusion center can complete the current computation round. On the other hand, harnessing interference with some statistical a priori channel knowledge at the fusion centers achieves in each cluster a significantly smaller mean square error performance than TDMA with the number of channel uses reduced by a factor of . In [34] it was shown that providing statistical CSI to the fusion centers is much less involved than providing instantaneous CSI to individual sensor nodes.
Remark 13: The reason for the monotonically increasing mean square error (after reaching a minimum) in Fig. 8 is the normalization of the transmit power in (22) by , which results in lower signal-to-noise ratios when increases.
Remark 14: It is important to emphasize that the analog transmission scheme used to obtain the above numerical examples is only one possible approach to the problem of harnessing interference for function computation in wireless networks.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the problem of analog-computing functions at fusion centers in clustered wireless sensor networks, where nodes transmit simultaneously to harness the interference property of the wireless channel. By applying appropriate pre-processing functions on sensor readings and post-processing functions on the superimposed signals received by the fusion centers, in addition to linear functions even nonlinear functions are computable over the channel.
If no restrictions on pre-and post-processing functions are imposed, we have shown that in fact every function can be computed on each fusion center, where the number of required wireless resource units is of the order , whereas a standard TDMA requires . The latter scales with the number of clusters and the number of nodes belonging to the largest cluster such that huge performance gains are possible if computations are performed over the channel.
Although implementing continuous pre-and post-processing functions in practice is generally less complex, a corresponding restriction generates the need for an additional post-processing step at fusion centers to ensure the computability of at least every continuous function of sensor readings. However, requiring pre-and post-processing functions to be continuous generally needs additional wireless resources. In particular, we have shown that the number of required resource units to simultaneously compute any continuous functions at distinct fusion centers is then of the order . Since this is proportional to the number of nodes but not to the number of clusters, the proposed computation scheme still offers significant performance gains in comparison to a standard TDMA.
A remarkable property of analog computations over the channel is that they can always be universally performed. Universally means that pre-processing functions are independent of the functions to be computed at fusion centers such that they do not need to be updated if desired functions change. This implies that the feedback overhead between nodes and fusion centers can be reduced since corresponding coordination is not needed. Therefore, the architecture of sensor nodes for computation purposes is universal and of reduced complexity, which make them cheap and easy to handle. In this regard, we have shown that the universality property is even preserved if the network topology varies because of nodes that leave or enter the network.
The work in this paper demonstrates that analog systems are well suited to efficiently solve arbitrary computation problems in sensor networks. Indeed, it was recently even shown in [47] that with ordinary sampling, purely analog linear systems are not always stably representable in discrete time domain. Moreover, sampling is usually followed by quantization, which generates additional instabilities that are not always controllable by oversampling [48] , [49] . Thus, digital signal processing has some fundamental limits and analog systems are gaining more attention in the sensor network community.
A promising application of the results in this paper can be the efficient implementation of wireless neural networks since for example in [50] , [51] it is shown that Kolmogorov's solution to Hilbert's 13th problem is relevant for neurocomputing.
Remark 15: Finally, we point out that we considered sensor readings which are drawn from the unit interval . This, however, is no loss in generality since all statements remain valid for arbitrary compact metric spaces. For example, Theorem 3 can also be proven by using a result from [52] that extends Kolmogorov's refutation of Hilbert's 13th problem to arbitrary compact metric spaces of appropriate covering dimension.
APPENDIX A

A. Proof of Lemma 1
The proof is a generalization of an idea from [53] . " ": Let , with . Since is bijective, it follows that and from the fact that has the cardinality of the continuum, has the cardinality of the continuum as well. Now, let and be a function such that , that is . . . Then, we conclude with " ": If is not bijective, there exist at least two points , with but , as well as an with . This, however, leads to a contradiction because of , from which follows that are not universal pre-processing functions in the sense of Definition 4.
B. Proof of Theorem 4
Let and be fixed universal pre-processing functions to compute every . Furthermore, let be any subset of . Then, we have to prove that are also universal pre-processing functions to compute every . Since the problem is permutation invariant, the numbering of nodes does not matter. Hence, we assume with , since otherwise there is nothing to prove.
If we proceed inductively, we have to show that are universal pre-processing functions for nodes to compute every . If this is successful, we arrive in steps at . We prove the induction hypothesis by contradiction. Assume are not universal pre-processing functions. Then, due to Lemma 1,  is not bijective and hence there exist at least two points and , such that Now, we choose an arbitrary and consider the points and . Of course and therefore contradicts the universality of when nodes are active, which proves the preservation of universality for . Proceeding essentially along the same lines shows that the property is preserved for .
C. Proof of Theorem 5
The proof follows immediately from the proof of Theorem 4 by setting and by considering all subsets of , with .
Starting with the assumption that are fixed universal pre-processing functions to compute every , the induction arrives in steps at such that are universal pre-processing functions to compute every , for all .
